ORDERING ENVIROPAC SEED TREATERS

1st CHOOSE THE MOUNTING TYPE
DIRECT MOUNT
Mount the treater so the hose drops product directly into the hopper or conveyor on the seed
tender. The treater & hose can be tilted a maximum of 15 Deg angle from straight up & down to
accurately apply the product.

AUGER MOUNT
If the Direct Mount will not work, the Auger Mount provides the answer. The Auger can be
mounted on the seed tender to discharge into the hopper on the tender. It can mounted at a
convenient height for filling the product container. The auger can elevate & rotate to any position. It is 5’ long and can also be shortened to fit any filling location.

2nd CHOOSE THE WIRING SYSTEM
DIRECT WIRE
Treater can be wired direct to the switch on the seed tender conveyor. The treater turns
on/off with the conveyor. This requires a true on/off switch on the seed tender.
If the seed tender has a “momentary “ switch, it does NOT provide power all the time.
If this is the case, choose the “full wire” or “wireless” power option.

FULL WIRE
60’ wire runs from the battery, to the treater and to the end of the spout on the conveyor.
A switch mounted on the spout turns the treater on/off when treatment is needed.
An optional micro-switch for “hands free” operation is available.

WIRELESS REMOTE
Remote on/off switch is mounted directly on the Seed Treater. A wireless controller turns
the treater on/off from the planter platform. A visible strobe light alerts the operator when
the treater is running. The treater can operate when the seed treatment is needed.

Once your choice of Mounting Type & Wiring System is made,
you’re ready to start treating your seed—Accurately!
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NOTE: Pictures shown may not show exact features of current models.
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